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QUESTION: 1
See the illustration below:

Which test situations can be differentiated when the coverage type paths test depth level
2 is used?

A. 1-2; 2-3; 3-4; 2-4; 2-5; 2-6; 3-5; 3-6; 4-5; 4-6; 5-6
B. 1-2; 1-3; 1-4; 2-5; 3-5; 4-5; 2-6; 3-6; 4-6
C. 1-2-5; 1-2-6; 1-3-6; 1-3-5; 1-4-6; 1-4-5

Answer: B

QUESTION: 2
Which TMap phase may be located on the critical path?

A. Planning and Control
B. Specification
C. Execution
D. Preparation

Answer: C

QUESTION: 3
Which activity takes place in the Preparation phase?

A. the test object intake
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B. allocating test units and test techniques
C. determining the test basis
D. collection of the test basis

Answer: D

QUESTION: 4
Which type of tool is used in the Execution phase to test a module or component that
has a relationship with programs that have not yet been realized?

A. code coverage tool
B. comparator
C. ‘model-based testing’ tool
D. stubs and drivers

Answer: D

QUESTION: 5
See the specification below:

How many logical test cases can be generated if a semantic test using the coverage type
decision points modified condition/decision coverage is used?

A. 1
B. 2
C. 3
D. 4

Answer: C

QUESTION: 6
Under which circumstance can Exploratory Testing be used effectively?

A. when experienced testers with domain knowledge are available
B. when testing must be as brief as possible on the critical path of the project
C. when critical functionality, failure of which can cause severe damage, must be tested
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Answer: A

QUESTION: 7
There are two parties in the V model:
the supplying party
the accepting party
Which system development phase or test phase is not performed by the supplying party?

A. Functional design
B. Realization
C. System test
D. Technical design

Answer: D

QUESTION: 8
See the illustration below:
In order to test a registration application for a weekend trip, logical test cases must be
created according to the Data Combination Test. It is agreed to conduct light testing. One
data pair is defined that must be fully tested in combination:
• day ?attraction
Using a classification tree, six test cases are designed.
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Where should the ‘bullets’ for test case 4 be placed?

A. Saturday, zoo, 2nd
B. Sunday, zoo, family car
C. Sunday, zoo, 2nd

Answer: C

QUESTION: 9
During the Process Cycle Test, the coverage type paths is used. In which way can
coverage be varied here?

A. by using boundary values
B. by using a higher or lower test depth level
C. by taking equivalence classes into consideration

Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
What can be avoided by consolidating separate checklists into one checklist for assessing
a test basis?
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A. finding the same test basis defect more often
B. using a particular checklist in both the acceptance and system tests
C. that every project compiles its own checklist
D. duplicating work on identical parts of the test basis during the evaluation

Answer: D

QUESTION: 11
See the specification below in which a decision point is described: R= (D OR E) AND F
Use of the coverage type decision points modified condition/decision coverage produces
the following table with test situations:

Which values are missing where the dots are stated (?to make the table complete?

A. 010
B. 011
C. 110
D. 111

Answer: B

QUESTION: 12
What is the aim of a unit test?

A. to demonstrate that a unit meets the functional specifications
B. to demonstrate that a unit meets the technical specifications
C. to demonstrate that a unit integrates properly with other units

Answer: B

QUESTION: 13
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